
A few weeks ago, I was sitting in the audi-
ence at the   October Chicago Executive 
Airport Board meeting when CEPA mem-
ber and long-time Prospect Heights resi-
dent Jim Loerzel spoke to the Board about 
an issue of concern to him, money. Cash is 
a consideration for any of  us operating at 
PWK, but it’s a bit more of a concern to GA 
aircraft owners like Jim who’ve been, along with their air-
plane, based here for decades. 

Jim stood at the podium and explained to the Board that 
based on data published by the airport, PWK finished 
2021 with a cash surplus of nearly $800,000. That’s a 
sweet place to be for any airport team, but especially  
one that’s self-supporting like PWK. Excess revenues 
can be dumped into the airport’s general revenues, or 
used to help pay down debt, or could even be pushed 
ahead to help offset issues in the following year.  

Provisions in the tee-hangar leases give the airport the 
right to annually adjust rents based on the consumer 
price  index, something that might soon see a sizable 
increase. That provision doesn’t mean the airport must 
raise the rents, just that they can. So far, neither the air-
port nor the Board have mentioned their plans.  

Jim suggested an interesting idea about how that surplus 
might be used to benefit small aircraft users. Why not 
ignore the cost-of-living increase that will soon be applied 
to those tee-hangar rents, especially since inflation might 
very well translate into a near double digit CPI? If Jim’s 
math is valid, that would mean subtracting the potential 
increase from that $800,000 surplus. This could only 
happen if the Board wanted to try and begin healing                     
        

some of the wounds of the past few years with 
tee-hangar tenants who always seem take it on 
the nose with rent increases. Jim Loerzel added, 
“PWK is a publicly owned facility. Revenue     
increases should be based on the needs of the 
airport and its users, not just because the Board 
can.” 

So will the Board try Jim’s idea, just for a year? Who 
knows.  

But it wasn’t that long ago that the Board and the two 
municipalities worked themselves into a lather pushing 
back on CEPA’s reaction to the efforts to close runway   
6-24. This came after the Board’s Chairman ignited the 
smoldering issue by publicly claiming that the FAA had 
decided the runway needed to be closed because the 
agency had declared it unsafe. After a few calls to the 
FAA’s regional administrator and agency counsel in 
Washington, CEPA learned that no one at the FAA ever 
declared the runway unsafe.  

Since that battle over runway 6-24, both sides hunkered 
down a bit, each licking their own wounds. It’s time each 
side simply shook hands and moved on. A bit of give on 
the part of the airport board might be an impressive 
goodwill gesture to help convince all stakeholders the 
Board really does value the business all PWK users   
represent … not just the ones that burn Jet-A. 

Rob Mark is CEPA’s incoming vice president. He’s also a 
business jet pilot, flight instructor and a former FAA air 
traffic controller. Rob is an award-winning aviation jour-
nalist and podcaster who publishes the industry blog 
Jetwhine.com.   
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The Cost of Flying   by Rob Mark 

ANNUAL MEETING 

 NOVEMBER 9, 2022             7:00 pm 

 STATE OF THE AIRPORT ADDRESS, Jeff Miller                                      

 IMC Club, Tim Miller 

 ANNUAL MEETING AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS                        

 CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION 

 CROWN PLAZA HOTEL  NORTHBROOK                                           

 2875 MILWAUKEE AVE                                                                    

 NORTHBROOK, IL 

HOLIDAY DINNER 

     DECEMBER 14, 2022 6:00 pm 

      CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION                                   

 HOLIDAY DINNER                                                                                  
  

      DINNER, RAFFLE, MUSIC AND FUN                                      

                                                                                                   

 RENAISSANCE CHICAGO GLENVIEW SUITES HOTEL                    

 1400 MILWAUKEE AVE                                                                    

 GLENVIEW, IL                                                 

http://www.jetwhine.com/


C.E.P.A. EVENT SCHEDULE 2022-23 

  

2022 0FFICERS, DIRECTORS, COMMITTEE CHAIRS  

PRESIDENT  Michael Baraz  630-781-8890 

   Michael@baraz.us                                    

VICE PRESIDENT Madeleine Monaco 847-431-1847              

                   99mjm@sbcglobal.net  
                                                                            
SECRETARY  Warren Bruhl  847-867-2919 

   dc4kids@aol.com 

TREASURER  Chuck Heftman  847-757-8412 

   cheftman@gmail.com 

DIRECTORS  Rob Mark    847-644-1575  

      rmark@commavia.com               

   Barry Moore  224-420-6880 

   Barry_dxb@yahoo.com 

   Matt O’Reilly  224-343-2243 

   mjoreilly33@comcast.net 

   Rusty Stevens  847-910-2789 

   cd987rusty@aol.com                                     
                                     

AIRPORT SUPPORT NETWORK REP 

   Rogers Faden  847-312-8805 
   Rogers.faden@gmail.com 

SCHOLARSHIP S Madeleine Monaco 847-431-1847
   99mjm@sbcglobal.net 

BYLAWS/LEGAL Larry Kream  312-419-9100 
   lkream@kreamlaw.com 

MEMBERSHIP  Matt O’Reilley  224-343-2243 
   mjoreiilly33@comcast.net 

SAFETY/PROGRAMS Rob Mark    847-644-1575  
   rmark@commavia.com 

   Barry Moore   224-420-6880  
   Barry_dxb@yahoo.com                         

AVIATION HALL FAME Madeleine Monaco             847-431-1847 
                              99mjm@sbcglobal.net  

                           Rogers Faden  847-312-8805  
                              rogers.faden@gmail.com 
 

PR/SOCIAL MEDIA Rob Mark  847-644-1575
   rmark@commavia.com  
                                                                                         
WEBMASTER  Michael Baraz  630-781-8890
   papa@pwkpilots.org 

NEWSLETTER MGR Madeleine Monaco   847-431-1847
   99mjm@sbcglobal.net 

 AD SALES Rusty Stevens  847-910-2789
   cd987rusty@aol.com 
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Chicago Executive Pilots’ Association Newsletter is published monthly  This organization was formed in 1986 as a forum for the users of Chicago 

Executive Airport  (formerly Palwaukee) and as a conduit for information from the users to the governing body and from the governing body to the 

users.  Our mission is to promote the safety of operations and continued development of Chicago Executive Airport in a fraternal environment with 

the pilots, users and community.  Membership is open to users of Chicago Executive Airport who support the goals and objectives as stated in the 

bylaws. Dues are $40.00 annually and include newsletter.  

Letters to the Editor, feedback, concerns or questions and any articles submitted must be received by the 20th of the month. Submissions will be 
printed on a space available basis and may be edited for style, length and appropriate content.  Send text as a Microsoft Word file attached to an 
email to editor@pwkpilots.org.  Please make prior arrangement with the editor for any files not electronically transmitted,  

        CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER  1005 S WOLF ROAD  STE 106    WHEELING, IL 60090-6408 

11-07 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

11-09 Annual Michael Baraz Crowne Plaza 7p 

 Dec No Board    

12-14 Holiday Prty  Renaissance 6p 

 1-8 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 
 1-25 IMC Club  1098 Bldg 7p 

2-6 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

2-22 Safety Mtg   7p 

3-6 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

3-22 IMC Club  1098 Bldg 7p 

4-3 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

 4-26 Safety Mtg   7p 

5-1 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

5-24 IMC Club  1098 Bldg 7p 

6-5 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

6-28 Safety Mtg    

7-5 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

7-12 Hangar Prty   6p 

8-1 No Board    

8-23 Safety Mtg   7p 

9-6 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

9-27 IMC Club  1098 Bldg 7p 

10-2 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

10-25 Safety Mtg   7p 

11-1 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

11-8 Annual Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

12 No Board   7p 

12-20 Holiday Prty    6p 

     

 

HELP US TO FUND OUR NEW 

SCHOLARSHIPS 

SEE ARTICLE ON PAGE 6 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
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CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS  

FLY MARKET                             
Classified Ads 

 

 

 

Do you have a small airplane in a large hangar?                                                                     
Interested in splitting the cost? I have an RV6 
and am interested in renting/sharing1/2 of a 

hangar anywhere on the field.   
 

847/727-6221 or iggykhan@gmail.com 
       

       WHAT’S UP DOC? ASK THE AME  

Dr. Sydney Schneidman is a Senior Aviation Medical 

Examiner with HIMS certification. He has a Cardinal 

at PWK and has been a CEPA member for several 

years. He’s active with CAP, practices Emergency 

Medicine, and Aviation Medicine. He  is willing to  

answer any member’s questions about FAA medical 

certification, alcohol issues, or anti-depressants, a 

difficult group of medications to deal with for the FAA. 

Email him with questions or concerns at sschneid-

man@gmail.com.                                                                                   

                                                                                                                   

Disclaimer: Although Dr. Schneidman is a long time CEPA member and 

supporter, he is offering these services independently of CEPA, and not     

as a CEPA AME. 

Members can advertise here (non business) FREE 

 

 
 

 

mailto:iggykhan@gmail.com
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OCTOBER 26       AOPA’S KYLE LEWIS spoke!          Program Postflight Briefing 

  

AOPA's Great Lakes regional manager of airports and state advocacy joined us 
 

Kyle gave an in-depth look at the unleaded fuel situation and how or if we can do our part to reduce CO2 
emissions, and a discussion on the survey we recently completed about our use/perceptions of how easy or 
difficult local pilots have found the ORD controllers in dealing with transitioning the Class B and surrounding 
airspace. 
 

FAA reauthorization begins again in 2023 and there is a possibility of a VERY pro GA chairman to be appoint-
ed to Chair that committee. 
 

 

NOVEMBER 9       7:00pm                 Program Preflight Briefing 
 

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING & ELECTIONS 
STATE OF THE AIRPORT– with Jeff Miller 

IMC CLUB—with CFI  Tim Miller 
 
Crowne Plaza Northbrook 
2875 N Milwaukee Ave 
Northbrook, IL 60062      
    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CEPA’s Meeting Agenda:   
Nominating committee will collect final ballots delivered to the meeting and retire to count. 
Jeff Miller will present his State of the Airport Report       
Election results will be announced. 
Tim Miller  (no relation to Jeff) will conduct the IMC Club session at approximately 8:00 pm   Members discuss short videos and 
how they would respond to the given scenario(s).  This is an open forum for free ideas and we all learn from our shared experi-
ence!   All are welcome to join in.  

 LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 

The Chicago Area 99s will be hosting their Annual IFR/VFR and Flying 

Companion Safety Seminar and Aviation Expo at Renaissance Suites Glenview Hotel.                                          

Saturday, January 28th from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm                                                                            
Bring your favorite right seat non-pilot companion to learn and be more comfortable on your flights together.  Spouse, friend, child (over 12) or other. 

Come to dinner in  

the hotel dining 

room.  Some CEPA 

members and friends 

will be there.                          

5:30?                            

All are welcome. 
Jeff Miller,  Executive Director, 

Chicago Executive Airport 

Tim Miller, CFI, Leading Edge Flying Club 
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Following the Yellow Brick Road, is a Journey Worth Taking 

Dr. Warren Bruhl 

In the 1939 MGM movie adapted from the Frank Baum book, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, Dorothy, 
an innocent  Kansas girl desperately wants to find her way back home.  She has left in search of a 
mystical magical place that she believes is “Somewhere Over the Rainbow.”  She is accustomed to  
the rhythms that appear dull, an existence living on the small Kansas farm with her aunt and uncle.  
Her family is the farmhands, Zeke, Hickory, Hunk and her Auntie Em and Uncle Henry.  They share a 
family bond, loving one another, and giving attention to the matters that are most important.    

Feeling loved but still yearning for more, Dorothy is unsettled.  Not surprisingly, an ebullient, attractive, young woman 
who has only known a small slice of life on a Kansas farm would want to seek adventure.  Her heart is drawn like the 
“tiny blue birds” she sings of in “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” to fly away and find that special place that will un-
settle her soul.  Then as is the case with some difficult decisions, an emergency, a dire need or a sign, signals her need 
to finally act, to run away from home and find that magical place dreamt.   

The angry Miss Gulch, a bitter nasty neighbor is after Dorothy’s dog, wanting to euthanize him, after he bit her.  Feeling 
few options and probably tunneling thought as the fear mounts in her mind, Dorothy’s decision to run appears her best 
option.  Along the quiet dusty road in the Kansas pastures, her emerging odyssey brings her to the camp of a traveling 
salesman, Professor Marvel.  Stopping to talk, sharing her story to run away with her dog, Toto, with the salesman, he 
looks into his crystal ball and reveals the sadness Auntie Em feels since Dorothy departed.  Not wanting to hurt her, 
Dorothy abruptly departs for her home, the quiet Kansas farm, with her beloved family.  

As the story unfolds after Dorothy’s arrival back home, a tornado strikes the farm and lifts the house, with Dorothy in 
it, twirling it violently.  Images of the wicked Miss Gulch and Dorothy’s family and farm hands are cascaded about out-
side the window of her bedroom while the house is turbulently jolted in the tornado’s gale.  Eventually, the home 
comes to rest on the ground again in a strange place that is in Technicolor called Oz.  Dorothy cautiously exits her dam-
aged home into the idyllic gardens, pristine floral explosions of color, and the famous Yellow Brick Road of the story.  
Then, small people, munchkins, begin to emerge with high-pitched voices welcoming her to Oz and eventually encour-
aging her to FOLLOW THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD.  

What is this strange place she has created in her mind?  As the story details at the end, this is a dream she is having 
following a blow to her head that came from a shudder in her home.  Though, the story does not reveal this is a dream.  
But like many dreams, life experiences we create, it feels real.  It may even be real but have the appearance of a dream 
while living the moments.  Dorothy is now challenged with the paradox that she has found the magical place, 
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow” where “tiny bluebirds” fly and yet she only wants to find her way back home.   

Now the journey begins on the Yellow Brick Road to 
find the Wizard of Oz, who she has been told can 
grant her wish, help her find a way back home.  
Along the way, she finds friends who also seek to 
improve their lives, have dreams, and hope the Wiz-
ard will grant them, bestow upon their lives their 
dreams, so they may complete themselves.  They 
represent metaphorically parts of the human psyche 
that we yearn to have complete within ourselves.  
Intelligence, heart, courage, and knowing our 
“home”, always being able to find a way back to 
“home” are some of the most basic human wants we 
seek.  Home is sacred.  Home is where we find our 

footing, our connection, and safety.  Home is where we find our “love”, being affirmed, touched, gifted, receiving acts 
of service, and having quality time with self.  Though, it can also be a place some hopeful travelers stay unable to ven-
ture out because fear may paralyze the heartful mind because “hurt,” “injury to the spirit,” seems palpable, real, and 
maybe lethal if too much risk is taken.   



Eventually, Dorothy and her friends are challenged to get the broom of the Wicked Witch of the East by the Wizard, 
who may have wanted to end the tyranny this demonic woman cast upon his subjects.  But he was powerless or too 
fearful himself to do the work.  Or then again, maybe he was waiting for homeless Dorothy, the witless scarecrow, 
heartless tin man, and fearful lion to come and he knew he must give them a task worthy of their ask, so there would 
be no doubt in their minds that they have done the work to acquire the character for which they ask.  His assignment 
is clear and gives us a glimpse into the ways we develop character.  It is not purchased, gifted from another person, or 
attained without work, sometimes hard and dangerous work, risks, challenges, and taking the steps to find out “what 
we are really made of,” is required.   

Developing character, mastery, and certainty are earned through trial and error, and 
I often say to fellow pilots, “being willing to suck again and again!”  Learning how to 
fly new aircraft, land on water, roll and spin airplanes, fly wing walkers, land on 
snow, fly above water and mountains, fly near to the ground, navigate storms and 
fly in instrument conditions, all place a pilot in uncomfortable circumstances when 
they are new and uncharted.  Yet every pilot must revisit the message of the Wizard 
of Oz and FOLLOW THEIR YELLOW BRICK ROAD to develop the intellect, heart, and 
courage to create a new safe HOME in whatever aircraft or experience.  It is all a 
journey worth with rewards that  will never disappoint.  Do the work.  Take the 
risks.  Be uncomfortable and challenged.    

Follow Your Yellow Brick Road, my fellow Pilots, as I do! 
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CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION 

PAPA SAFETY AND SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION 
The Officers and Directors of your organization have voted recently to expand the scope of our aviation 

scholarship program to include flight training at Chicago Executive Airport.  Our goal has always been 

to serve our local community in providing opportunities for aviation education, but our program has, to 

date, only included academic, higher education based, learning, in Illinois schools for aviation careers. 

 

Now, for 2023, we will be funding 2 scholarships, one for Illinois residents enrolled in an aviation   

program at an Illinois institute of higher education for any aviation career—as we have done in the 

past, but adding a scholarship to provide flight training for an Illinois resident who is pursuing             

a rating or certificate as a pilot at one of Chicago Executive Airport’s flight schools.                                     

Establishing financial need will be crucial to the selection process.  

 

Details will soon be available on our website       pwkpilots.org          scholarships     

 

WE HAVE SET AN AMBITIOUS GOAL FOR THESE TWO SCHOLARSHIPS OF $5000 EACH 

PLEASE KNOW THAT YOUR DONATION TO OUR 501C3 CORPORATION IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE  

 

And you can donate easily by going to our website   PWKPILOTS.ORG     scholarships 



  

 

  
 

 

  Chicago Executive Pilots Association  

invites you to join your aviation friends  

at our annual holiday dinner 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14TH 

6:00pm  cash bar  7:00pm  buffet dinner 

               Renaissance Suites Hotel Glenview 

1400 Milwaukee Ave                                               
Glenview, IL  60026 

Celebrate the Season! 

 

Name___________________________ 

Email___________________________ 

Cell Phone _______________________ 

Number of dinners ______@ $ 60.00 = $ ________ 

(a portion of your dinner cost will go to our aviation scholarship fund) 

 

 Pay on our website www.pwkpilots.org 

or 

   Mail your check to CEPA, BY 12-5-22, TO 1005 S Wolf Rd, Ste 106, Wheeling, IL  60090 

   for questions, please contact your hostess, Madeleine                                                                     
via text at 847-431-1847 or email at 

99mjm@sbcglobal.net 



 

 

 

 

1005 S WOLF ROAD  SUITE 106 

WHEELING  IL  60090-6408  

 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                               COMING ATTRACTIONS          

 
NOVEMBER 9        ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTION 

    STATE OF THE AIRPORT    
 

 

 

DECEMBER 14                                   HOLIDAY DINNER    

 

Reservations are now being accepted for this event  see page 7                                                      


